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Abstract

A tumor is an abnormal growth of tissues. That can be distinguished from the surrounding fabric for its construction. The image of the magnetic resonance generates a better contrast indicating the regular and irregular tissues. The tumor is an uncontrolled development of tissues in any region of the body. A tumor can cause the leading cause of death and is responsible for around 16% of all deaths worldwide. Detection and segmentation of brain tumors is a very difficult task in MRI. In-depth knowledge and experience in radiology are mandatory for the precise detection of tumors in medical images. Automation of tumor detection is necessary because there may be a deficit of experienced radiologists at a time of great need. The tumor is an uncontrolled growth of tissues in any region of the body. Detection of tumor in early stages facilitates treatment. Here, we will discuss an abbreviated review of the different segmentation methods used for the detection of magnetic resonance tumors (MRI) of the brain.

Index Terms - Brain Tumor, Image Segmentation, Magnetic Resonance Imaging.

1. INTRODUCTION

The basic reasons of tumor in the brain are abnormal cells in the brain. There are two cases of cancer: malignant and benign tumors. Malignant tumor occurs due to abnormal cell increases with the positivity of attacking or spreading to the other body part. Figure 1 shows a tumor in the human brain. The doctor administers the treatment for shots instead of the treatment for the tumor. This event is why tumor detection is important for that treatment. Medical imaging techniques play a significant role in the diagnosis and early detection of tumors. MRI, CT, digital mammography and other imaging processes allow an efficient mean of detecting types of diseases from magnetic resonance imaging. If we can identify the location of tumors, it can be very helpful for radiologists in analyzing the tumor and in turn performing surgery to remove that tumor. Magnetic resonance use radiofrequency and magnetic field without ionized radiation. Malignant tumor leads to abnormal cell growth with the possibility of attacking or spreading to other regions of the body parts. Normally, the brain tumor affects the cerebrospinal fluid and can cause the shots. With the help of a brain MRI, it is possible to locate tumors and provide useful information to radiologist, which enables them with an easy diagnosis and effective surgical approach for its removal.
1.1 MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING

MRI is normally helpful in the medical field for detecting and displaying details in the internal structure of a body. It is commonly helpful to find out differences in body tissues that have different properties than the surrounding tissues [1]. Therefore, it is a technique that has become a very effective, particularly for brand change and cancer imaging. The CT is helpful for ionizing radiation, while the magnetic resonance uses a secure magnetic area. These are as align to the nuclear magnetization. A product signal can be processed later to get more data about the physique [1].

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

An MRI uses the magnetism and radio waves to produce two dimensional images of internal structure of body. Because of its detailed information nature it is a favorite prescription from neurosurgeons. Once we have the scanned image of brain, image processing plays an important role in identifying the tumor, its size and its position. Image processing software can highlight the areas of probably tumor which reduces half of the analysis effort of medical expert.

I will now talk about the image processing techniques which can help in identifying the tumor. For brain tumor identification we require to separate an MRI brain image in two regions (one region with brain tumor cells and other containing the normal brain cells). We can combine FCM, seed region growth and similarity coefficient algorithm for measuring tissues with tumor.

Alternatively SVM based on the core of the radial base function (RBF) and classification of brain tumors based on the principal component analysis (PCA), produces a relatively very high accurate results. A method was proposed by Sharma et al. [2] which use the primitive plot characteristics with the artificial neural network (ANN) for segmentation and classification.
Mark Schmidt et al. presented a procedure that quantitatively evaluates the performance of four different parts of alignment-based (AB) characteristics that encode spatial anatomical information for use in the classification of supervised pixels [3]. This is the first study to liken various types of alignment-based (AB) feature. It’s a way to add various types of AB functions and analyze the combination of AB characteristics with the characteristics of the plot in a learning framework.

Mohd Fauzi Bin et al. [4] performed two methods for brain tumors (i) wavelet-based feature extraction method (ii) Support Vector Machine (SVM). The extraction of the features was performed using the Daubechies wavelet (db4) and the approximation coefficients of the MRI brain images were used as vectors of characteristics for classification. Their accuracy was 65%. Therefore, the SVM method led to limited precision.

Dzung L. Pham et al. [5] proposed a method which is based on a threshold. In this method a threshold needs to be identified. Based on this threshold image is partitioned into two classes. One class has pixel values greater than the threshold and other have pixel values less than the threshold. Similarly, multiple thresholds were taken and this approach is called as

Andac Hamamci et al. [6] proposed a method of targeted tumor segmentation based on T1 magnetic resonance cellular automata with contrast, which standardizes the volume of interest (VOI) and seed selection.

3. TUMOR SEGMENTATION TECHNIQUES

In tumor segmentation, different ways can be used for image segmentation. Such as thresholds, region growth, classifier, grouping, AN networks, atlas-driven, established-level methods.

A. Thresholding

This is an older method for image segmentation. This method is very simple and easy to apply in all types of images. The segmentation is prepared by grouping all the pixels with intensity between two thresholds of this type in a class. Generally we know threshold have two types one is local and another is global. The global threshold is best when the intensity is homogeneous in all the images and the local threshold is best when the image contains more than one region with different objects [7].

B. Region Growing

Because of simplicity and good performance, the growing segmentation of the region is one of the most popular techniques. This technique allows you to group pixels or regions that have similar properties based on predefined criteria [8]. Regional growth techniques benefit from the crucial fact that neighboring pixels have similar gray scale values. The image is loaded and the homogeneity criterion is selected. The difference in intensity and the type of neighborhood for images are also defined. In the increasing segmentation of the region, the intensity
difference is selected experimentally and the user can adjust the values of the vector parameters. In this technique, we use two different approaches first is manually and second is automated. In the first approach, we choose the seed point and the selection of seed point are based upon the user criteria and iteration. Now we analyzed the region criteria and compare them with neighbors’ pixel values. The pixel values are compared based upon the homogeneity criteria and the process will be continuing until all the pixels belong to some regions. In the second approach, we set a threshold values and compare to other pixel values.

C. Classifier

The classifier is also known as supervised method. In this method we use pattern recognition techniques [9]. It divides the feature space, which is derived from the images using data values, with known labels. A simple classifier is the classifier of the closest neighbor, where every image element is classified in the same class known as the training data set with the nearest intensity. The nearest k-neighbor classifier is a generalization of this approach. The nearest k-neighbor classifier is considered a non-parametric classifier because it does not make a basic assumption on the statistical structure.

D. Mean Shift

Mean Shift is also known as mode-seeking algorithm. In this algorithm we use a non-parametric feature space analysis technique. According to this technique the user used density function to locate the maxima. Applications of this algorithm are cluster analysis and image processing in computer vision. In this technique first we use a spherical window. In this spherical window, we specify the radius r in the data sets. Then we compute the average points within the window. This process is repeated in each point to compute its peak value. After this, the spherical window moves towards forward means and repeated until its convergence. So now we can clearly say that with each iteration the spherical window approaches a dense part of the data set up to maxima of peak values [10].

E. Clustering

Clustering means to collect the objects which are alike object together. So the different objects belonging to other groups. In the clustering techniques we use two approaches first is exclusive and second is superimposed. In the first approach, the collective database contains only one group like k-mean clustering algorithm. In the second approach, the collective database contains two or more groups like fuzzy c-mean clustering [11].

F. Watershed Segmentation

This is a classic algorithm and also known as basin algorithm. The main idea of this algorithm comes from segmentation of topological areas, where an area with maximum watershed has to be identified [12]. Areas where the water is filled in called basins. The pixel values of an image considered as a local topography. This method is based on a distance function which is used to identify various regions in an image. A gray scale image is used in this method and a watershed transformation is applied on this image, until a local maxima or highest peak is reached in each direction. Once we reach the highest peaks of each basin a marker line can be formed and this
identifies the region of dam need to be prepared. Similar approach is applied to identify the tumor in brain image. This method generally produces images with high noise and sometimes results in over-segmentation [13]. Results from this method highly depend on the gradient level of images. Images with low contrast result in gray scale images with small area of gradient. This will ultimately result in mixed regions.

**G. Based on Morphology**

The morphological processing of the image segmentation is a compilation of non-linear operations. That is related to the morphology of the characteristics of a picture [14]. This technique is based on exclusively relative order of pixel value. The technique is also useful for grayscale pictures. In this technique we explore the pictures with a tiny form or model. Such models are also called a structuring element. These elements are placed in all possible positions of the picture. These elements, than, compared with their corresponding neighbor’s pixel values. We use different operations to check whether these elements fit in the neighbor or hit the neighborhood. Two basic operations used are Dilation and Erosion. In the dilation operation we add pixels (dilate) the image while in erosion we remove pixels from the boundaries of an object which results in shrinking of images. The morphological operations are used in the extraction of the limits, in the filling of the region, in the extraction of the connected components, in the thinning / thickening, in the skeletonization.

**4. CONCLUSION**

Image processing plays an important role in today's world. Image processing applications are helpful in different fields like biomedical, remote sensing, and electronics, etc. In this article different methods of segmentation were explored. The knowledge of the previous discussions can conclude a detection of tumors in the medial images using the image segmentation is effective and being used vitally. In the future, additional methods for segmentation can be introduced which may extend fuzzy logic for image segmentation and wavelets. In current model only 2 D images were discussed, however using 3 D modeling additional information about nature of tumors can be gathered.
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